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Omelette-Ed is a company that designs, makes, curates 
and sells furniture and design objects whose contemporary 
style is characterised by the simplicity of its lines. Clarity 
and honesty are the main values of this company and can 
be seen in all the designs they produce. The aim is to offer 
a new perspective on design by taking a close, human and 
familiar approach to everyday objects. 
Created in 2010, it was founded by La Mamba design 
studio as an outlet for their own designs in the form of a 
curating company. By taking advantage of the internet and 
information technologies, they were able to use this as a 
platform to produce and sell their own designs, such as 
mirrors, tableware, clocks and lamps. 
Until 2016 these were always small, simple pieces that were 
easy to transport. Witty and unexpected solutions would 
come to define the characteristic style of this company. 
The simplicity of its products is not tantamount to a lack 
of sophistication but just the opposite.  It is a simplicity 
that results from consideration, from removing everything 
superfluous and focusing on what is essential, and allows 
the pieces to belong in any space. 
Omelette-Ed is now moving forward, presenting the New 
Collection 2017, its first furniture collection comprising a 
sofa, table and chair. 

O M E L E T T E  E D I T I O N S

Welcome to Omelette-ed
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Terra is a simple collection yet full of character, whose details 
define its overall look and highlight the craftsmanship of the 
wood- and metalwork, in combination with the industrial 
process of wood bending. The straightness of its structure 
contrasts with the soft curves of the seat and backrest.
Isaac Piñeiro defines the seat as “a silhouette of soft lines 
joined to a structure of oak or metal”. The meeting point 
between the seat and structure plays a very important role, 
as it gives the impression that the seat is sustained by hardly 
any supports on the structure.  
The collection has been designed both for domestic interiors 
and contract spaces that are looking for quality in form and 
materials. To provide more options, Isaac Piñeiro has dressed 
it with fabrics that accompany the different wood finishes.
According to its creators, “both Omelette-Ed and the studio 
have pursued the idea of a collection that would accompany 
us on long evenings around the table, at home or anywhere 
else, a piece whose structure is the important thing, as is the 
meeting point between the chair and backrest”. 
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Terra Wood Chair / 
Black- KvadratSteelcut Trio
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Deta i l  Terra  Wood Chai r
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Isaac Piñeiro is a product designer who 
has settled in Barcelona. 

Formal and conceptual simplicity are the 
basis of his projects with the aim that 
they may endure the test of time. His 
main goal is to create intuitive products 
that seek efficiency in their conception, 
production and design.

After a productive career as the co-
founding partner of the multidisciplinary 
design studio Nadadora, in 2017 he 
has embarked on a new phase with the 
creation of Isaac Piñeiro Design Studio, 
to continue developing product design 
projects.

I S A A C  P I Ñ E I R O

P r o f i l e
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Terra is a simple collection yet full of character, whose details 
define its overall look and highlight the craftsmanship of the 
wood- and metalwork, in combination with the industrial 
process of wood bending. The straightness of its structure 
contrasts with the soft curves of the seat and backrest.
Isaac Piñeiro defines the seat as “a silhouette of soft lines 
joined to a structure of oak or metal”. The meeting point 
between the seat and structure plays a very important role, 
as it gives the impression that the seat is sustained by hardly 
any supports on the structure.  
The collection has been designed both for domestic interiors 
and contract spaces that are looking for quality in form and 
materials. To provide more options, Isaac Piñeiro has dressed 
it with fabrics that accompany the different wood finishes.
According to its creators, “both Omelette-Ed and the studio 
have pursued the idea of a collection that would accompany 
us on long evenings around the table, at home or anywhere 
else, a piece whose structure is the important thing, as is the 
meeting point between the chair and backrest”. 
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Terra Metal Chair / Black
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Terra Metal Barstool /
Black-Gabriel Step Melange
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The name Lasso comes from the way the legs are joined 
together with a sort of continuous crosspiece that traps 
them like a lasso. The subtle curve in the legs at the height 
of this loop is one of the details that imbue the piece with 
personality, inspired by previous Omelette-Ed designs.
“We have tried to be consistent with Omelette-Ed’s history 
through the use of materials and the general tone of the piece” 
-as they explained from Iratzoki-Lizaso- “So we opted for a 
metal base, similar to the mirror base and a wooden surface 
with a half round profile. This table will be available in three 
finishes: natural oak, black and smoke, and the underside 
of the tabletop will be black like its structure. These details 
speak the same language as Omelette-Ed’s former products 
and give greater meaning to the collection”. 
For the studio it was important for the table to be detachable 
yet at the same time rigid and resistent. The result of this 
product can be purchased in various sizes, making it perfect 
for any space. From a small dining room table to an extensive 
table for large celebrations, and even a conference table, 
with its longest length of 2.5 metres.  The other sizes are the 
1x1m square, followed by the 1.5x2m table. 
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Lasso Dining Table /
Black-Smoke grease g lass ing 
oak veneer
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Iratzoki Lizaso is an industrial design 
studio that was set up in the Basque 
Country last year. However, its two 
founders -Jean Louis Iratzoki and Ander 
Lizaso- have already been collaborating 
for several years.  

Their work encompasses several area 
of design: home and office furniture, 
textiles, lighting, ephemeral architecture 
and accessories. Long-lasting elements 
emerge from this work, which inspire 
emotion and affection.

Both of them also work in art direction 
for different brands.

I R A T Z O K I  -  L I Z A S O

P r o f i l e
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Lasso Dining Table /
Black table top natura l 

matt  oak  veneer
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Finally, the Must sofa is the last contribution to the 
collection for Omelette-Ed and is by La Mamba. It consists 
of two important elements: on the one hand, a tubular oval 
structure that forms the base, and then an upholstered, 
wooden framework that acts as a container for the cushions, 
providing comfort when you are going to sit down.
According to La Mamba, “Must has been created from the 
bath concept, accommodating a set of cushions that provide 
real comfort and space to relax, supported by a structure that, 
like the Terra chair, focuses all its personality in the strength 
of its structure. In this way and through its soft, attractive 
lines, we have broken away from the traditional lines of the 
sofa and have been able to create a different silhouette to 
that found on the market”. 
Must has been designed to occupy residential interiors. 
Upholstery textiles have been carefully selected to provide 
a feeling of comfort and quality. Must will be produced in 
a single version:  XL-3 250cm. In the future this will be 
completed with an L-3 210cm version and an armchair.
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Detail Must Sofa
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In 2008 Raúl Durá, Ommar Uribe and 
Pedro Rivera founded La Mamba studio 
to carry out product design projects 
(furniture and lighting) and branding, as 
well as art direction and consulting for 
companies. In 2009, just a year after 
setting up the studio they received their 
first recognition, the first in a long list, 
as finalists in the Designer of the Year 
category of the Elle Decoration awards.

After several years working as designers, 
they decided to create Omelette-
Ed, their own curating company for 
products designed for domestic use 
and contract from a human, close and 
quality approach.  

L A  M A M B A

P r o f i l e
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Must Sofa / 
Black-Gabriel Step Melange
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Mirror collection is a collection of wall mirrors in different 
geometric shapes, both circular and rectangular. It comes 
from an understanding that objects can be moved or 
rearranged without them needing to stay permanently in one 
space, so that one day they might be in the sitting room and 
another in the main bedroom.
The collection has three models of mirrors, a circular mirror 
with legs, a vertical, rectangular mirror with legs and a 
circular mirror to hang on the wall. Designed to lean against 
or be fixed to the wall, their simple, contemporary lines play 
with a metal structure finished with two cork feet to prevent 
slipping.
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Detail Vertical Mirror / Nickel
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Parallels Wall Clock / Walnut
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Bison is a collection of side tables available in two sizes. 
Visually dynamic thanks to the possibility of combining 
finishes, it breaks with the monotony of the spaces. They are 
ideal for residential and contract environments.
Bison side tables stand out for their simple, unique outline, 
which will lend any space the ideal surface to leave our 
favourite objects or coffee cup. 
The tables have a three-legged structure and a slim, elegant 
table top. It should be noted that the BISON tables are 
made from solid oak in three different finishes; matte 
natural oak, black matte lacquered open-pore oak, and 
matte smoke glaze that reflect Omelette-Ed’s new image of 
maturity and sobriety.
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Detail Bison S / 
Natural matt solid oak wood
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Detail Must Sofa
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Reeno is a collection of pendant lamps that feature a simple 
design and a somewhat iconic silhouette that reminds us of 
old kettles or teapots. Available in three versions: Large, Small 
and Chandelier. The white interior of the Reeno lamps create 
a cone of light, providing warmth to the different spaces we 
want to light, ideal for both residential and contract spaces.
Manufactured in marble dust and walnut or ash. Its clean, 
simple aesthetic means it can equip both collective and 
residential spaces. In terms of colours, it is available in black 
and white.
Reeno comes from the idea of highlighting each of its parts and 
giving them the importance they deserve. It also emphasizes 
and accentuates the power cable outlet using an element, 
in this case a wooden cone, which simulates an antler and 
hence its name:  Reeno (reeno being reindeer in Spanish). 
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Reeno S / White
Reeno Chandelier / White
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Reeno Chandelier / Black
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Reeno L / Black
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PARALLELS is an analogue wall clock in which the hour 
marks are created through the shadows projected onto the 
slanting surfaces. Parallels has two positions, horizontal and 
vertical, according to where the light comes from. This clock 
can occupy different areas in our home or even the office, 
informing us of the time to make our way home and relax. 
MAMUT responds to what a fruit bowl should be in essence 
a highly simple product that is functional and honest. So the 
“noun used to carry or contain fruit” is Mamut, a fruit bowl 
that can be adapted in size according to the number of times 
you twist the wooden ball in its centre.
BRANCHES is a collection of salt and pepper shakers, two 
essential items for any dining room table to season our meals. 
Their characteristic, angled shape takes its inspiration from 
tree branches, hence its name. 
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Parallels / Walnut
Parallels / Natural Oak
Parallels / Black
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Mamut Bowl / Black
Mamut Bowl / Grey
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Branches Salt&Pepper / 
Black-Natural beech
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T E C H N I C A L



TERRA, woodTERRA, wood

Designed by Isaac Piñe i ro Des igned by Isaac Piñe i ro

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

 
Colours

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Chair 

So l id  oak ,  formpressed oak veneer . 

H:79.5cm/31.3 in ,  W: 48cm/18.9 in , 
D:54.5/21 .5 in . 
Seat  he ight  45cm/17.7 in .

Natura l  matt  oak ,  sta ined b lack oak , 
smoke grease g lass ing oak .
 

Chai r

So l id  oak ,  formpressed oak veneer 
and fabr ic  upholstery . 
Fabr ics :  Kvadrat  Stee lcut  Tr io  133 
(Grey) ,  Gabr ie l  GoUni  66138(Blue) , 
Gabr ie l  Step Melange 641259 
(Garnet ) .

H:79.5cm/31.3 in ,  W: 48cm/18.9 in , 
D:54.5/21 .5 in .
Seat  he ight  45cm/17.7 in .

Natura l  matt  oak ,  sta ined b lack oak , 
smoke grease g lass ing oak .

54.5cm/ 21.5in 54.5cm/ 21.5in48cm/18.9in 48cm/18.9in

79.5cm
/31.3in

79.5cm
/31.3in



TERRA, metal TERRA, metal

Designed by Isaac Piñe i ro Des igned by Isaac Piñe i ro

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Chair

Formpressed oak veneer ,  stee l  tube.

H:79.5cm/31.3 in , 
W:52.2cm/20.5in ,  D:53cm/20.9in
Seat  he ight  45cm/17.7 in .

Black powder  coated stee l  base , 
natura l  matt  oak ,  sta ined b lack oak , 
smoke grease g lass ing oak .

Chai r

Formpressed oak veneer ,  fabr ic 
upholstery ,  stee l  tube.
Fabr ics :   Kvadrat  Stee lcut  Tr io  133 
(Grey) ,  Gabr ie l  GoUni  66138(Blue) , 
Gabr ie l  Step Melange 641259 
(Garnet ) .

H:79.5cm/31.3 in , 
W:52.2cm/20.5in ,  D:53cm/20.9in
Seat  he ight  45cm/17.7 in .

Black powder  coated stee l  base , 
natura l  matt  oak ,  sta ined b lack oak , 
smoke grease g lass ing oak .

53cm/20.9in 53cm/20.9in52.2cm/20.5in 52.2cm/20.5in

79.5cm
/31.3in

79.5cm
/31.3in



TERRA,metal TERRA, metal

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)
 

Colours

Barstoo l

Formpressed oak veneer ,  stee l  tube.

H:110.5cm/43.5in , 
W:52.2cm/20.5in , 
D:52.5cm/20.6in
Seat  he ight  75cm/29.5in .

Black powder  coated stee l  base , 
natura l  matt  oak ,  sta ined b lack oak , 
smoke grease g lass ing oak .

Chai r

Formpressed oak veneer  and and 
fabr ic  upholstery ,  stee l  tube.
Fabr ics :   Kvadrat  Stee lcut  Tr io  133 
(Grey) ,  Gabr ie l  GoUni  66138(Blue) , 
Gabr ie l  Step Melange 641259 
(Garnet ) .

H:110.5cm/43.5in, W:52.2cm/20.5in, 
D:52.5cm/20.6in.
Seat  he ight  75cm/29.5in .
 
B lack powder  coated stee l  base , 
natura l  matt  oak ,  sta ined b lack oak , 
smoke grease g lass ing oak .

Des igned by Isaac Piñe i ro Des igned by Isaac Piñe i ro

52.5cm/20.6in 52.5cm/20.6in52.2cm/20.5in 52.2cm/20.5in

110
.5cm

/43.5in

110
.5cm

/43.5in

75cm
/29.5in

75cm
/29.5in



LASSO

Designed by I ratzok i  L izaso Des igned by La Mamba

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Dining Table 

Structure made in  stee l  tube,  MDF 
top oak veneer . 

W:100cm/39.4in ,  D:100cm/39.4in . 
W:100cm/39.4in ,  D:200cm/78.7 in .
W:100cm/39.4in ,  D:250cm/98.4in .

Black powder  coated stee l  base , 
natura l  matt  oak ,  sta ined b lack oak , 
smoke grease g lass ing oak .

Sofa

Frame made in  wood,  stee l  tube legs , 
CFC polyurethane foam,  feather  and 
comfore l ,  fabr ic   upholstery .
Fabr ics :  Gabr ie l  Step Melange 
641259,  Laura  8(Grey) ,  Laura 
12(Blue) ,  Nevada 123 (Beige) .

H:87cm/34.2in ,  W:250cm/98.4in , 
D:105/41 .3 in . 
Seat  he ight  40cm/15.75in

Black powder  coated stee l  base , 
fabr ic  garnet ,  b lue ,  grey  and stone.

MUST

250cm/98.4in
Seat high 40cm/15.75in 105cm/41.3in

100cm/39.4in

200cm/78.7in

250cm/98.4in

87cm
/34.2in

75cm
/29.52in



VERTICAL MIRROR CIRCULAR MIRROR

Designed by La Mamba

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Mirror

Stee l  tube,  mir ror ,  cork .

H:171cm/67.3 in ,  W:62/24.4in

Black powder  coated,  whi te  powder 
coated,  n icke l .

Mir ror

Stee l  tube,  mir ror ,  cork .

H:171cm/67.3 in ,     :62/24.4in

Black powder  coated,  whi te  powder 
coated,  n icke l .

171cm
/67.3in

171cm
/67.3in

62cm/24.4in

62cm/24.4in

Des igned by La Mamba



HANG MIRROR BISON

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Mirror

Stee l  tube,  mir ror ,  cork .

H:87cm/34.2in ,    :62/24.4in

Black powder  coated,  whi te  powder 
coated,  n icke l .

S ide Table

Sol id  oak .

H:37.5cm/14.7 in ,     :71cm/27.9in

Natura l  matt  oak ,  sta ined b lack oak , 
smoke grease g lass ing oak .

    

37.2cm
/14.7in

71cm/27.9in62cm/24.4in

Des igned by La Mamba Designed by La Mamba

87cm
/34.2in



BISON REENO

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Light  Source

Side Table

Sol id  oak .

H:45cm/17.7 in ,    :45cm/17.7 in

Natura l  matt  oak ,  sta ined b lack oak , 
smoke grease g lass ing oak .

Large Pendant  Lamp

Polyester ,  marb le  dust ,  wa lnut  and 
ash wood,  2m b lack text i le  cord .

H:25cm/9.8in ,    :42cm/16.5 in

Black and whi te .

LED 6W, E27

45cm
/17.7in

45cm/ 17.7in

225cm
/88.6in

42cm/16.5in

25cm/9.8in

Des igned by La Mamba Designed by La Mamba



REENO REENO

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Light  Source

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Light  Source

Smal l  Pendant  Lamp

Polyester ,  marb le  dust ,  wa lnut  and 
ash wood,  2m b lack text i le  cord .

H:17cm/6.7 in ,    : 13cm/5.1 in

Black and whi te .

LED 6W, GU10

Chandel ier

Polyester ,  marb le  dust ,  wa lnut  and 
ash wood,  2m b lack text i le  cord .

H:217cm/85.4in ,    :30/11 .8 in

Black and whi te .

LED 6W, GU10

217cm
/85.4in

217cm
/85.4in

13cm/5.1in 30cm/11.8in

17cm/6.7in

Des igned by La Mamba Designed by La Mamba



PARALLELS MAMUT

Designed by La Mamba Designed by La Mamba

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Wal l  Clock

Sol id  oak wood and so l id  wa lnut .

   :34cm/13.4 in ,  H:1 .9cm/0.75in

Natura l  matt  oak ,  sta ined b lack oak , 
natura l  matt  wa lnut .

Bowl

Beech wood,  Polypropy lene.

H:17cm/6.7 in ,    :30/11 .8 in
H:  12cm/4.7 in ,    :40cm/15.7 in

Natura l  matt  beech.
Polypropy lene b lack and b lue .

34cm/13.4in

30cm/11.8in 40cm/15.7in1.9cm/
0.75in

17cm
/6.7in

12cm
/4.7in



BRANCHES

Designed by La Mamba

Product  Category  

Mater ia ls

Dimensions  (cm/in)

Colours

Sal t&Pepper  shakers

Sol id  beech wood.

H:9.8cm/3.8in ,    :4cm/1.6 in

Natura l  matt  beech,  sta ined b lack 
beech. 

9.8cm
/3.8in

4cm/1.6in
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www.omelette-ed.com

info@omelette-ed.com

Literato Azorin 32
C.P. 46006
Valencia
SPAIN

OMELETTE-ED
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